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S1 Determination of the Effective Number of Codons per Amino Acid by Site

S1.1 Rationale

In order to consider codon-level conservation within a family of homologous sequences (especially from a single genus, such as Conus), it is important to be able to account for the homology that exists among this group of sequences. However, accounting for this homology is somewhat non-trivial, as the ancestral sequence is usually unknown, and in some cases cannot be readily determined.

While previous studies have not accounted for homology [1], and consequently resulted in extreme site-specific codon bias ($P < 1 \cdot 10^{-4}$), we decided to reassess the level of codon bias in a manner that accounts for homology between the sequences considered. However, because we do not necessarily know the origins or extent of that homology, we do not want to directly include any statements of what that homology may be in our analyses.

Herein we present a tool to assess codon bias site-by-site across a family of sequences, normalizing out the identity of any encoded amino acid, and without incorporating any assumptions about amino acids that are missing or underrepresented. However, in removing assumptions about missing amino acids, we cannot readily compile the redundancy classes (amino acids that can be encoded by the same number of codons, either 1, 2, 3, 4 or 6) into a single numeric output, and therefore must consider each redundancy class separately.

We have based this novel tool on the ‘Effective Number of Codons,’ originally introduced by Frank Wright [2]. In his work, the objective was to look at codon bias in a gene, in order to assess translational efficiency; other codon bias analyses have taken the same approach [3]. One concern is whether these methods can be used to analyze a relatively small sample set; of five prominent methods, the ‘Effective Number of Codons’ was among the least biased by short gene sequences [3], analogous to a relatively small set of sequences when considered site-by-site.

While our method seems intuitively similar to measuring a $D_n/D_s$ ratio because both measure the correlative capacity of amino acid to a codon at each site, the two differ in a few critical ways. $D_n/D_s$ is used to determine the evolutionary pressures on a gene, and what type of selection (purifying or adaptive) existed to result in the changes in that gene [4]. In contrast, our method does not have this power; rather,
it is a means to assess codon bias by site. Our method should serve as a bridge between measures of evolutionary pressures and conventional measures of codon bias; by allowing a site-specific measure of codon variability, it can provide evolutionary hints as to which portions of a peptide sequence are under different selective pressures.

S1.2 Overview of Adaptations to Effective Number of Codons

In the original treatment, the ‘Effective Number of Codons’ was determined by first finding the ‘homozygosity’ of each amino acid, which was then averaged within each redundancy class, and then the sum of the reciprocals is taken, weighted by the number of amino acids in each redundancy class. The result is a number between 20 and 61, which indicates the number of codons that are effectively used within that gene, accounting for the extent of bias for each of the 20 amino acids. If an amino acid is not present or underrepresented in a gene, then it is assumed that the codon bias for that amino acid would be the same as for the other amino acids within that redundancy class.

In our treatment, we sought to eliminate any assumptions about amino acids that were not present or underrepresented, as the sequence alignment for conotoxins contains numerous cysteine-only sites. Consequently, when considering each site, we instead used the effective number of codons for each amino acid, and then averaged these, weighting by the prevalence of that amino acid at that site (within that redundancy class). This results in a set of numbers for each redundancy class, at each site, allowing comparisons of codon bias between two sites using values that are intrinsically meaningful (for instance, for Site 4 in $\omega$-conotoxins, amino acids that can be encoded by two codons are actually encoded by 1.059 codons, indicating marked codon bias at this site).

However, it is worth noting that comparisons between different redundancy classes cannot be readily made, as a consequence of our removing any assumptions about amino acids that are not present or underrepresented. Consequently, we cannot readily compare the codon bias at Site 4 in $\omega$-conotoxins for amino acids that can be encoded by two codons (effectively, 1.059 codons) with the codon bias at the same site for amino acids that can be encoded by six codons (effectively, 2.145 codons), despite both showing notable codon bias and their representing the same site in the same family of sequences.
S1.3 Theoretical Buildup

For clarity, we use different indices to designate different ‘levels’ of information: \( i \) is for codon-level information; \( j \) is for amino acid level information; \( k \) is for redundancy class information. Although we only consider one at a time, in some cases more than one index is shown in order to clearly show the origins of each calculation.

To begin, each amino acid is placed into a “redundancy class,” which designates the number of distinct, synonymous codons that can encode that amino acid. In the standard genetic code, two amino acids (M, W) can be encoded by one codon; nine amino acids (C, N, D, Q, E, H, K, F, Y) can be encoded by two codons; isoleucine can be encoded by three codons; five amino acids (A, G, P, T, V) can be encoded by four codons, and three amino acids (R, L, S) can be encoded by six codons. This method can be readily applied to any non-standard genetic code, as long as the amino acids encoded by each codon are known.

The number of occurrences of each codon are then counted, giving \( n_i \). Thus, \( n = \sum_i n_i \) is the total number of occurrences of the selected amino acid, and the probability of codon \( i \) is simply the number of occurrences of that codon divided by the total number of occurrences of that amino acid, \( p_i = \frac{n_i}{n} \). So, by definition, \( \sum_i p_i = 1 \).

For each amino acid, we then determine the ‘homozygosity’ of amino acid \( j \), \( \hat{F}_j \), as in [2]:

\[
\hat{F}_j = \frac{n \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{k} p_i^2 - 1}{n - 1} \tag{S1}
\]

It is worth noting at this point that because \( p_i \in [0, 1] \), \( p_i^2 \leq p_i \), and thus \( \sum_i p_i^2 \leq 1 \), indicating that \( 0 \leq \hat{F}_j \leq 1 \); however, if \( \hat{F}_j = 0 \), then it is disregarded, as this can only result from very few instances of amino acid \( j \) at that site (\( n \leq 2 \)), indicating that amino acid is underrepresented and should be excluded from the analysis at this site.

The homozygosity of each amino acid \( \hat{F}_j \) is readily translated into the number of equally frequent codons that would show the same degree of homozygosity for that amino acid \( \hat{N}_c(j) \) by taking the reciprocal (as in [2]),

\[
\hat{N}_c(j) = \frac{1}{\hat{F}_j} \tag{S2}
\]

Here is where we diverge from Wright’s treatment (except that we were grouping sets of codons by site...
across a family of genes, rather than in a gene). Since there is significant bias towards certain residues at certain sites in our alignment (for instance, cysteine residues at cysteine sites, or the site used in the sample calculation), we decided to use a weighted average of $\hat{N}_e(j)$ values, averaged within each redundancy class (however, the redundancy classes cannot be compared, in order to avoid assumptions about amino acids that are not present or underrepresented).

In order to determine a weighted average, we define a new coefficient, $p_j$, as the fraction of redundancy class $k$ that encodes amino acid $j$ (this is analogous to $p_i$, except that it uses amino acid level information, indicated by the $j$ index), in terms of counts of the codons at that site. Using this, we can determine the number of equally frequent codons that would show the same level of homozygosity for that redundancy class, or the effective number of codons per amino acid at that site (within a redundancy class),

$$\Lambda_k = \sum_{j=1}^{l} (p_j \cdot \hat{N}_e(j))$$  \hspace{1cm} (S3)

where $l$ is the number of non-excluded members of the redundancy class (exclusion as described for Eq. S1).

$\Lambda_k$ can be interpreted as the effective number of (or, number of equally frequent) codons that are actually used at that site, for that redundancy class. So for redundancy class $k$, a value of 1 would indicate that only one codon was used for each amino acid, whereas a value of $k$ would indicate that every available codon was used indiscriminately for each amino acid.

**S1.4 Sample Calculation**

For the sample calculation, we use the data from site 10 (counting from the first cysteine, as in Figure 2 in the main text, and Figures S1 and S2) of the published $\omega$-conotoxin genes in a multiple sequence alignment.

First, the codons for each amino acid are counted, and placed into bins based on the redundancy classes. We will deal with each redundancy class separately; we will not discuss the non-redundant class (M and W) because these can only be encoded by one codon, and therefore $\Lambda_1 = 1$.

We will first address redundancy class 2, whose values are shown in Table S1. Not all amino acids are shown, but if there is an occurrence of that amino acid, all possible codons for that amino acid are shown.
Table S1. Codon usage counts for site 10 in multiple sequence alignment of published \(\omega\)-conotoxin genes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amino Acid</th>
<th>Codon</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>AAT</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AAC</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>GAT</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GAC</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>CAA</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAG</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>CAT</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAC</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>AAA</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AAG</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>TTT</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TTC</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>TAT</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The next step is to determine the homozygosity for each amino acid. Using the data for glutamine because there are instances of both codons, \(p_{CAA} = \frac{9}{10}\) and \(p_{CAG} = \frac{1}{10}\), so,

\[
\hat{F}_Q = 10 \cdot \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{2} p_i^2 - 1}{10 - 1} = 10 (\frac{9}{10})^2 + (\frac{1}{10})^2 - 1 = \frac{10 (\frac{82}{100}) - 1}{10 - 1} = 7.2 \frac{9}{9} = 0.8
\]

For any amino acid that has occurrences of only one of the codons, the homozygosity is one, since one of the \(p_i\) values is one, and the other(s) are 0. So, doing the calculation for tyrosine will tell us the homozygosity values for all of the 2-fold redundant amino acids at site 10 in \(\omega\)-conotoxins:

\[
\hat{F}_Y = \frac{24 \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{2} p_i^2 - 1}{24 - 1} = \frac{24 (\frac{22}{24})^2 + (\frac{2}{24})^2 - 1}{24 - 1} = \frac{24 (\frac{122}{144}) - 1}{24 - 1} = 0.84058.
\]

Now, adding the homozygosity, the number of equally frequent codons (the reciprocal of \(\hat{F}_j\)), and the fraction of each redundancy class that is the given amino acid (\(p_j\)) to Table S1 results in Table S2.

And, taking the product of the last two columns, and summing the results, we get the number of equally frequent codons per amino acid at site 10 of the \(\omega\)-conotoxins, for the amino acids that can be represented by two (and only two) codons,
Table S2. $\hat{N}_e(j)$ at site 10 of a multiple sequence alignment of published $\omega$-conotoxins for amino acids that can be represented by two possible codons and their relative weights.

$$\Lambda_2 = \sum_{j=1}^{l}(p_j \cdot \hat{N}_e(j)) = 1(\frac{7}{75} + \frac{2}{75} + \frac{11}{75} + \frac{13}{75} + \frac{8}{75}) + 1.25(\frac{10}{75}) + 1.1897(\frac{24}{75}) = 1.094.$$

To do the same calculation for the other redundancy classes, we show only the resultant final table; the calculations at each step are exactly the same as those above, but the sums are longer because of the increased number of codons for each amino acid.

For the redundancy class that includes only isoleucine, only one codon was used. These calculations are not shown because they reduce to the trivial case.

Note that there is only one instance of threonine, so this data point is excluded from the analysis.

The data for amino acids that can be encoded by four possible codons is shown in Table S3.

The same can be done for the amino acids encoded by six possible codons, and is shown in Table S4.

### S1.5 Data for Redundancy Classes 4 and 6

In order to compare the relative conservation of cysteine to the other amino acids in the intercysteine loops, only the 2-fold redundant codons were used for analysis in the main paper. However, every redundancy class was analyzed for each site, in order to assess the extent of codon conservation within each redundancy class.

For almost every site, isoleucine was not sufficiently prevalent to merit analysis of the redundancy
Table S3. Determination of the effective number of codons per amino acid for amino acids with 4 possible codons ($\Lambda_4$) at site 10 in a multiple sequence alignment of $\omega$-conotoxins.
Table S4. Determination of the effective number of codons per amino acid for amino acids with 6 possible codons ($\Lambda_6$) at site 10 in a multiple sequence alignment of $\omega$-conotoxins.

class with three possible codons. While these calculations were performed, they are excluded from this presentation because we believe them to be artificially skewed by small sample size effects.

In Figures S1 and S2, the vertical axes are scaled to the maximum possible value, which would represent indiscriminate usage of every possible codon for that amino acid. In most cases, the actual values are markedly lower than the maximum possible value, indicating that there is a global codon bias across all redundancy classes at almost every site. The bars are also color-coded by the number of sequences included in the analysis at that site, to indicate the risk of small sample size effects at the specified site for the specified redundancy class. Red or blue indicates that at least 30 sequences were analyzed; grey indicates that between 15 and 30 sequences were analyzed; white indicates that fewer than 15 sequences were analyzed.

S2 HPLC Data From Microsome-Assisted Folding

The differences between the ATP-depleted microsome folding reactions and the control (non-ATP-depleted) microsome folding reactions was subtle. However, the differences based on whether the folding reactions
Figure S1. Codon bias in the $\omega$- and $\delta$-conotoxins, showing the bias for amino acids that can be represented by 4 possible codons. (A) shows the data for the $\omega$-conotoxins, and (B) shows the data for the $\delta$-conotoxins. Because the length of the intercysteine loops differ between these two classes of conotoxins, residues that are specific to each class are marked with the class to which they are specific, as in Figures 2 and 3 of the main paper. ** indicates cysteine sites, which are blank because there are two possible codons for cysteine. A value of 1 indicates that only one of the four possible codons is used for each residue, and a value of 4 would indicate that each of the four possible codons for each amino acid are used indiscriminately. Bars are color-coded to the size of the sample set being analyzed (the number of sequences with 4-fold redundant codons at that site): blue/red indicates at least 30 sequences and grey indicates between 15 and 30 sequences.
Figure S2. Codon bias in the ω- and δ-conotoxins, showing the bias for amino acids that can be represented by 6 possible codons. (A) shows the data for the ω-conotoxins, and (B) shows the data for the δ-conotoxins. Because the length of the intercysteine loops differ between these two classes of conotoxins, residues that are specific to each class are marked with the class to which they are specific, as in Figures 2 and 3 of the main paper. ** indicates cysteine sites, which are blank because there are two possible codons for cysteine. A value of 1 indicates that only one of the six possible codons is used for each residue, and a value of 6 would indicate that each of the six possible codons for each amino acid are used indiscriminately. Bars are color-coded to the size of the sample set being analyzed (the number of sequences with 6-fold redundant codons at that site): blue/red indicates at least 30 sequences, grey indicates between 15 and 30 sequences, and white indicates fewer than 15 sequences.
Figure S3. HPLC Chromatograms for folding reactions of δ-PVIA. All folding reactions come from a single run, in order to best enable comparison between conditions. The shown HPLC Chromatograms were collected on a Waters e2695 Separations Module, and were monitored at 220 nm. Samples were run on a diphenyl column (Vydac, 219TP54). Olive green integration is shown for the ‘linear’ or reduced form of the peptide, and * indicates the ‘native’ or folded form. The linear form of the No Microsomes condition is not integrated because the increased width of this peak exhibited shoulders that were not reproducible.

had microsomes at all were often quite pronounced. These differences are quantified in Table 1 in the main text. In order to more clearly demonstrate the subtle differences between the various conditions, exemplary HPLC chromatograms for each of the folding reactions are shown in Figures S3, S4 and S5. The timepoints shown in Figures S3, S4 and S5 are the same timepoints that are quantified in Table 1 of the main text. We note that these timepoints are not the terminal timepoints, but rather represent the most significant differences between the ATP-depleted and untreated microsome-assisted folding reactions.

S3 Phylogenetic Trees for O1 Superfamily

The following phylogenetic trees show the toxin diversification for the O1 superfamily, using all published sequences (see Section S4). As mentioned in the main text, it is evident from these trees that there is no counter-selection to revert to the canonical cysteine residue at that site.

Each tree shows the codon usage for a single cysteine. The tree for cysteine 1 is shown in Figure S6; cysteine 2 is shown in Figure S7; cysteine 3 is shown in Figure S8; cysteine 4 is shown in Figure S9.
Figure S4. HPLC Chromatograms for folding reactions of $\mu$-SIIA. All folding reactions come from a single run, in order to best enable comparison between conditions. The shown HPLC Chromatograms were collected on a Waters e2695 Separations Module, and were monitored at 220 nm. Samples were run on a diphenyl column (Vydac, 219TP54). Olive green integration is shown for the ‘linear’ or reduced form of the peptide, and * indicates the ‘native’ or folded form.

Figure S5. HPLC Chromatograms for folding reactions of $\alpha$-ImI. All folding reactions come from a single run, in order to best enable comparison between conditions. The shown HPLC Chromatograms were collected on a Waters e2695 Separations Module, and were monitored at 220 nm. Samples were run on a diphenyl column (Vydac, 219TP54). Olive green integration is shown for the ‘linear’ or reduced form of the peptide, and * indicates the ‘native’ or folded form.
cysteine 5 is shown in Figure S10; cysteine 6 is shown in Figure S11. Each of these trees differs from
the others only in which lines are hollow/shaded, indicating which cysteine codon is used at that site for
the indicated conotoxin, allowing facile comparison of the evolutionary relationships of the codon usage
patterns for each cysteine.

S4 Sequences Used for Analysis

S4.1 ω-Conotoxin Sequences

We used published sequences of ω-conotoxins for these analyses. The GenBank accession numbers for
these sequences are (349 total sequences):

DQ141146.1, DQ141149.4, AF090041.1, AF090042.1, AF090043.1, AF090044.1, AF090045.1,
AF090046.1, AF090047.1, AF090048.1, AF090050.1, AF090051.1, AF090052.1, AF090054.1,
AF090057.1, AF090058.1, AF090059.1, AF090060.1, AF090061.1, AF090063.1, AF090064.1, AF090065.1,
AF090066.1, AF090067.1, AF090068.1, AF090069.1, AF090071.1, AF090072.1, DQ644546.1,
EU423370.1, EU423371.1, EU423372.1, EU423373.1, EU423374.1, EU423375.1, EU423376.1,
EU423377.1, EU423378.1, EU423379.1, EU423380.1, EU423381.1, EU423382.1, EU423383.1,
AF215040.1, AF215041.1, AF215042.1, DJ379450.1, AF089971.1, AF089972.1, AF089973.1,
AF089974.1, AF089975.1, AF089976.1, AF089977.1, AF089978.1, AF089979.1, AF089980.1,
AF089981.1, AF089982.1, AF089983.1, AF089984.1, AF089985.1, AF089986.1, AF089987.1,
AF089988.1, AF089989.1, AF089990.1, AF089991.1, AF089992.1, AF089993.1, AF089995.1,
AF089996.1, AF08997.1, AF08998.1, AF08999.1, AF09000.1, AF090001.1, AF090002.1,
AF090003.1, AF090004.1, AF090005.1, AF090006.1, AF090007.1, AF090008.1, AF090009.1,
AF090010.1, AF090011.1, AF090012.1, AF090013.1, AF090014.1, AF090015.1, AF090016.1,
AF090017.1, AF090018.1, AF090019.1, AF090020.1, AF090021.1, AF090022.1, AF090023.1,
AF090024.1, AF090025.1, AF090026.1, AF090027.1, AF090028.1, AF090029.1, AF090030.1,
AF090031.1, AF090032.1, AF090033.1, AF090035.1, AF090036.1, AF090037.1, AF090038.1,
AF090039.1, AF090053.1, AF090049.1, AF174268.1, AF174269.1, AF174271.1, AF174272.1,
AF174273.1, AF174274.1, AF174275.1, AF174276.1, AF174277.1, AF174278.1, AF174279.1,
Figure S6. Phylogenetic tree for the O1 superfamily, showing codon usage for Cysteine 1. Hollow bars indicate TGC; shaded bars indicate TGT.
Figure S7. Phylogenetic tree for the O1 superfamily, showing codon usage for Cysteine 2. Hollow bars indicate TGC; shaded bars indicate TGT.
Figure S8. Phylogenetic tree for the O1 superfamily, showing codon usage for Cysteine 3. Hollow bars indicate TGC; shaded bars indicate TGT.
Figure S9. Phylogenetic tree for the O1 superfamily, showing codon usage for Cysteine 4. Hollow bars indicate TGC; shaded bars indicate TGT.
Figure S10. Phylogenetic tree for the O1 superfamily, showing codon usage for Cysteine 5. Hollow bars indicate TGC; shaded bars indicate TGT.
Figure S11. Phylogenetic tree for the O1 superfamily, showing codon usage for Cysteine 6. Hollow bars indicate TGC; shaded bars indicate TGT.
S4.2 δ-Conotoxin Sequences

We used published sequences of δ-conotoxins for these analyses. The GenBank accession numbers for these sequences are (262 total sequences):

AF089901.1, AF089902.1, AF089903.1, AF089904.1, AF089905.1, AF089906.1, AF089907.1, AF089908.1, AF089910.1, AF089911.1, AF089912.1, AF089913.1, AF089914.1, AF089915.1, AF089916.1, AF089917.1, AF089918.1, AF089919.1, AF089920.1, AF089921.1, AF089922.1, AF089923.1, AF089924.1, AF089925.1, AF089926.1, AF089927.1, AF089928.1, AF089929.1, AF089930.1, AF089931.1, AF089932.1, AF089933.1, AF089934.1, AF089935.1, AF089936.1, AF089937.1, AF089938.1, AF089939.1, AF089940.1, AF089941.1, AF089942.1, AF089943.1, AF089944.1, AF089945.1, AF089946.1, AF089947.1, AF089948.1, AF089949.1, AF089950.1, AF089951.1, AF089952.1, AF089953.1, AF089954.1, AF089955.1, AF089956.1, AF089957.1, AF089958.1, AF089959.1, AF089960.1, AF089961.1, AF089962.1, AF089963.1, AF089964.1, AF089965.1, AF089966.1, AF089967.1, AF089968.1, AF089969.1, AF089970.1, AF215054.1, EF467317.1, AJ851177.1, AJ851178.1, AJ851179.1, AJ851180.1, AJ851181.1, AJ851182.1, AJ851183.1, DQ141147.1, DQ345368.1, DQ141179.1, AF215051.1, AF215052.1, AF215046.1, AF215047.1, AF215048.1, AF215049.1, AF215050.1, AF215053.1, DQ141150.1, DQ141171.1, DQ141168.1, DQ141167.1, AJ851184.1, AJ851185.1, DQ141150.1, DQ141151.1, DQ345371.1, DQ345372.1, HQ897690.1, DQ141170.1, AJ851174.1, AJ851176.1, AJ851185.1, AJ851186.1, AJ851187.1, AJ851188.1, AJ851189.1, DJ379400.1, DJ379437.1, DJ379444.1, DJ379453.1, DJ379454.1, DJ379455.1, DJ379456.1, DJ379460.1, DJ379461.1, DJ379483.1, DJ379484.1, DJ379488.1, DJ379493.1, DJ379498.1, DJ379492.1,
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